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ABSTRACT
This Image is playing an important role in our life. An Examplar-based inpainting method is introduced in this paper.
Inpainting low of resolution images are easier than that of high resolution images which reduce the computation
complexity and less sensitive to noise. With different configurations, the low resolution input image is inpainted several
times for the purpose of parameter setting & results are finally combined and the super resolution method increases the
quality of image or recovers the actual image. Using different inpainting techniques low resolution image is in painted &
high resolution in painted image are formed by combining result using single image super resolution algorithm.

Keywords :-Exampler based inpainting,single image super resolution algori thm.

1 INTRODUCTION
Image Inpainting technique used for the improved quality of image and help for removing unwanted object which is
available on image.[1] There are different image inpainting techniques in which existing method include two main parts.
There are difficulties exists in filling large hole at an image in diffusion based inpainting. The second part is examplar
based method. In Examplar based the texture patches are sampled & copied from the neighborhood known image. It will
be used for removing unwanted object in image and fill the area which is missing in image [9].As using structure tensors
two methods has been combined for the use patches and fill these unwanted areas. Examplar based approach is combined
with super resolution which is recent approach which is two step algorithms. First input image is in painted using
examplar based method. The second step is enhanced resolution image from the output of first step. Some graphical
techniques are used for fill the gap of image and most of using t echniques are texture synthesis and image inpainting. A
Super-resolution algorithm is more efficient. Initially for scratch removal inpainting is used. The next applications
include removal of object, text and other automatic medication of images. The proc ess of object removal is to remove
objects from images and fill the hole by taking information from the surrounding area pixels.The lost parts of image is
restore which is based on background information in a visually possible way in image inpainting. Image in painted using
K-NN(K Nearest Neighbors) examplar based method. The multiple inpainting version of input images are combined and
followed by a single image examplar based SR method.

2 LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1

Region filling and removal of object by examplar method

First, A novel algorithm have been proposed to remove the large object from the image.Novel algorithm & examplar
based algorithm combines two methods for better algorithm which fill the missing region of an image [2].But formation of
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structure can get by only one algorithm.In this method the background is filled from source region after removing the large
object from the image.This algorithm can recover linear images as well as two dimensional images [2], [4].
Limitation: It cannot produce the efficient result because of synthesis of region which does not contain matching region.
The curved structure in the images as well as depth ambiguity cannot be handles by the proposed algorithm.
2.2

Regularization of image with partial differential equation

This method increases the work image inpainting which proposed a vector based image segmentation using partial
differential equation method[1],[5].Regularization is used to minimize region in the image. After sharpening of the image
combine the no. of regions of the images [3].
2.3
Examplar based method
Image Inpainting means rebuild image or discard some region of image so image can looks like natural image [4].
2.4

Fragment based image Inpainting

Fragmentation will be applied on low scale area of image. Low scale area will be filled by high confident area.
Limitation of that type is only we can remove the unwanted region from new formed image
2.5

Image inpainting by Texture Synthesis

This is an ancient algorithm for image inpainting. The missing region is filled using the neighbored pixel of the missing
parts [4].It depends on user area solution. Texture Synthesis has 3 types “Statistical”,”Parametric”,”non-parametric”
method [1], [5].
2.6
Hybrid inpainting
This method uses texture synthesis method & partial differential equation method. Image is divided into two parts i.e.
Texture & structure part [2].

3 PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed method include examplar based method which has two steps first is filling order and second is texture
synthesis.

Fig-1: Proposed System
3.1

Patch priority
The patch priority measure each patch priority for filling order computation to separate structure from textures. The
priority include tensor based priority and sparsity based priority.The tensor based priority depends on structure tensor and
recently propoesd is sparsity based priority in which template matching is done between current patch and
neighbourhood patch. For each pair of patch similarity weight is computed.
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3.2
Texture Synthesis
The most same patch located in a local neighborhood is sought to fill unknown part of current patch using similarity
matrices. To fill the hole we use the best match whereas k-most similar patches. This method chooses the best candidate
method which fills the hole with close resemblance fashion. Beside their exit setting problem such as patch size & filling
order which effect on quality of results.

Fig-2 : Flow of System
So in-painted picture obtained are combined when used settings are different. To get final in -painted picture we used
Loopy Belief Propagation also we use either average or median operator. The result is best of LBP method which is use
to combine low resolution in-painted pictures. Also there is possibility of selecting the best in -painting picture by a user
or by using coherence measure automatically in-painting quality is evaluated.
3.3
Super-Resolution Algorithm
For enhancing the high resolution quality a single image super resolution approach is used after completion of
combination of low resolution in-painted picture. Super resolution algorithm finds a high resolution patch from database
of examples.SR method includes three steps as below

Fig-3 : Super Resolution Algorithm
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3.3.1
Dictionary Building
It consists of the correspondences between low and high resolution image patches. The unique constraint is that the highresolution patches have to be valid, i.e. entirely composed of known pixels. In the proposed approach, high-resolution
and valid patches are evenly extracted from the known parts of the image. The size of the dictionary is a user-parameter
which might influence the overall speed/quality trade-off.
3.3.2
Filling order of the HR picture
The filling process starts with the patch having the highest priority and which is composed of known and unknown parts.
Compared to a raster-scan filling order, it allows us to start with the structures and then to preserve them.
3.3.3

For the LR patch corresponding to HR patch

It is searched in the dictionary & within local neighborhood. As per the K-NN of low resolution area in inpainting image
which area having high priority that is desired. The best candidate is only kept. The unknown part is filled by copying the
pixel values.

Fig-4 : Results of Inpainting on Image

4 EXPRIMENTAL RESULT

Fig-5: Registration Window
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Fig-6: Image/ Video Selection Window
Further successfully login, user have to select vvideo on which aapply Inpainting method .

Fig-7: Apply Inpainting Method
Click on Run button to apply inpainting Method.
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Fig-8 : Inpainting completion

Inpainted has been completed here .

Fig-9 : Save Inpainted Image
Save the Inpainted image at particular location.
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Fig-10 : Inpainted Video generation

5 CONCUSION
A novel in-painting method is used for filing lost or missing regions and also for recovering damage images. T here is
combination of LR in-painted picture by globally minimizing an energy term. After completion of combination a
hierarchical single image SR method is applied for the purpose of recovering details at native resolution.
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